
ICE is an 
integrated data 
and technology 
company with the 
purpose of creating 
networks that 
connect people to 
opportunity.

riving the strategic direction with the firm’s largest clients 
within the global banking, asset management, and fund 
custodian sectors, Ed Addvensky noticed a regional disparity 
that didn’t sit well with him. Ed swiftly put the wheels in 

motion to ensure customers were provided with consistently excellent 
value wherever they were in the world.

Client Focus

Solution Cell:
Having spent over 15 years in sales leadership, 
you will have bought your fair share of training. 
What has made you look beyond the traditional 
training providers?

Ed Addvensky:
One thing I have always found frustrating when it 
comes to sales or account management training is 
that providers tend to come in with a methodology: 
a way to sell. While there will be certain aspects 
you like and agree with, dropping in a new 
methodology won’t necessarily suit your business. 
In my experience, there is always a disconnect 
when this ‘new way to sell’ is being communicated 
to the teams. The onus is often on the learners to 
make the link between the new methodology and 
the way they run their desk. There’s a breakdown 

and even if you see a short-term change, most 
people revert to doing things the way they have 
always done them – because that’s what’s easiest 
and most comfortable. I can walk around our 
offices and see abandoned binders from various 
sales training courses from years gone by – what a 
waste of money!

Solution Cell:
How much clarity did you have on what you wanted 
this programme to achieve?

Ed Addvensky:
At the beginning of 2021 I saw a stark difference 
between the Account Management team in the 
US and our team in EMEA. The US team spent 
more time with their clients – whether virtually or 
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in person. They were having business-oriented 
strategic conversations. Their clients were getting 
value from the relationship and as a result, we were 
seeing comparatively more lead generation, longer 
contracts, and customer 
loyalty. In EMEA our 
teams were often getting 
caught in administrative 
tasks and internal 
processes, negotiating 
at a tactical level, and 
finding themselves cut 
out of the higher-level 
discussions where they can 
make a difference for our 
customers.

We engaged Solution Cell 
with a view to changing 
the behaviour of our EMEA 
Account Management 
teams using the US as the 
benchmark.

Solution Cell:
How did you get from 
knowing the goal to the 
delivery of the programme?

Ed Addvensky:
Working with the Solution Cell team is completely 
different to the experience I have mentioned 
before. Up front, Solution Cell invested a lot of time 
and effort getting to know ICE; understanding our 
challenges, goals, and needs, and designing the 
programme to make it relevant to our business.

Something that stands out about working with 
Solution Cell is how collaborative the design 
process is. Some of the leaders from EMEA and the 
US were involved in the design. When you put that 
together with the research, interviews and focus 
groups done by Solution Cell, it was clear that the 
custom-made programme would be perfectly on 
target for our teams.

‘100% of delegates would recommend the 
programme to a colleague’

Solution Cell:
What behavioural changes are you witnessing as a 
result of the development?

Ed Addvensky:
The programme has given our EMEA team 
new practical skills and the confidence to be 
communicating and delivering their expertise at the 
level both we and our clients needed from them.

We’re seeing a change in commercial behaviour. 
The team is approaching their role with clients 
differently, working to solve pain points as opposed 
to getting caught up in market data discussions. 

It’s also in the small things: 
we’re seeing better meeting 
notes, they are engaging 
with more senior people 
and decision makers. All 
these changes result in 
an enhanced customer 
experience.

“Great session again! 
Made me think twice. 
Now I will put more focus on 
business review meetings 
and be more comfortable 
to take initiative”

Idil Ozkan 
Senior Account Manager

Solution Cell:
Have you been able to 
track any quantitative 
measures?

Ed Addvensky:
Through this programme we’ve seen the number of 
sales leads for Q1 of 2022 exceed the total number 
for 2021.
 
We have seen an increase in multi-year contracts.  
This is great because it gives consistency and 
stability which allows for more strategic thinking 
and conversations, ultimately leading to better 
outcomes for all. 

We’ve also been tracking locked in revenue, and in 
Q1 2022, we had already seen a 28% increase in 
locked in revenue as compared with all of last year.  

Solution Cell:
What is it about this programme that is causing 
such an effect?

Ed Addvensky:
The transformation we’ve seen has been driven by 
a combination of new skills and ways of working 
and a mindset shift. A good proportion of the issue 
was mindset: the underlying desire was there but 
the confidence was lacking. Interacting with and 
learning from peers and the Solution Cell facilitators 
has enabled the change.

I believe that the design process was a huge factor 
in the success we’re now seeing. On the execution 

“Through this 
programme 

we’ve seen the 
number of sales 
leads for Q1 of 

2022 exceed the 
total number for 

2021”
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side, the Solution Cell team come with fantastic 
energy, openness, and a willingness to listen and 
adapt material where required. 

I’m confident that the changes we’re seeing will 
be long term. Solution Cell did a great job at 
involving the managers with their own version 
of the programme in an engaging way. Bringing 
the managers on the journey has been key to 
embedding the learning and future-proofing the 
success of the programme.

Solution Cell:
With the original ‘problem’ solved, what’s next?

Ed Addvensky:
After completing the EMEA programme, I 
reflected on the best next steps for our teams. 
As I mentioned earlier, the US was the stronger 
region; they were what I had considered to be the 
benchmark. I started to ponder on the potential of 
taking our US team through a similar programme, 
not necessarily to change behaviour or fix 
problems, but to take a good team and make them 
even better. 

Adam Kacamburas one of our US managers, had 
been a key member of the ‘design team’ for the 
EMEA programme. I asked Adam whether he 
thought we would get a return from delivering the 
programme in the US and he had no doubts at all. 

Solution Cell:
So, in your opinion, development isn’t something 
you do to fix a problem?

Ed Addvensky:
In the past this industry, probably like many others, 
has been guilty of training being heavily product-
focused, while skills development is left by the 
wayside. I think developing people’s commercial 
and interpersonal skills like negotiation, relationship 
management and communication is good for 
business, good for morale and engagement, not to 
mention retention and recruitment especially in the 
current climate. Having consistency in those skill 
sets across our different geographies (allowing 
for variations in culture and markets) is also a 
positive differentiator.

“The team is 
approaching their 
role with clients 
differently, working 
to solve pain 
points as opposed 
to getting caught 
up in market data 
discussions”

Laura Hands
Head of Client Engagement
Solution Cell
laurah@solutioncell.com

If you would like to speak with us in 
person contact one of our team on:

+44 (0)203 642 1380
or email us at:
info@solutioncell.com
solutioncell.com
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